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Chapter 491: The Start of the Memorial 

 

The start of the memorial 

A Rank 2 Earth Class Firefly grass, if consumed during enlightenment, could help the soul become 

stronger. 

This was also a rare treasure and was very precious. 

“The next item, rank 1 Earth Class, soul-clearing daylily grass. It has the effect of calming the soul.” 

Lin Mo took out a ball of light and took out the soul-clearing daylily. 

Strictly speaking, the soul-clearing daylily grass was a weaker version of the soul-returning grass, 

because the two had similar effects. 

If one’s soul Source was damaged, consuming the soul returning grass could quickly heal it and even 

transform one’s soul, strengthening it. 

Even though the soul-clearing daylily was not able to completely transform one’s soul, it could still 

strengthen it slightly and was very valuable. 

The soul-clearing daylily in Lin Mo’s hand was about to evolve into a soul-returning herb. 

If it successfully evolved, it would become a rank 1 Earth Class soul returning grass, and its value would 

be even higher. 

the starting price for this item is 18 million medium spiritual stones. 

The auction for the earth-rank treasures began, and many experts couldn’t help but come over. 

After all, this was a good thing, and they didn’t want to miss it. 

Quite a few people were bidding, and it was because the spirit medicine and spirit pills that could heal 

the soul were exactly what everyone needed. 

Therefore, the final bid had shocked Lin Mo. The soul-clearing daylily had been bought by a 9th sky 

Nirvana stage practitioner. 

“Congratulations to this senior for winning the soul clearing daylily herb for 61 million.” 

Lin Mo laughed. It was indeed possible to get a higher price by auctioning here. 

“Little friend, this old man doesn’t have that many spirit stones, so I’ll give you this in exchange.” 

The old man said with a smile. He walked up and took out an item that was emitting a crystal-like light. 

this is star grass. It’s more than enough to offset sixty-one million. Please accept it, young friend. 

The star grass was Rank 2 Earth Class. It could help people comprehend Dao and had the same effect as 

the Enlightenment stone. Its value was almost as high as a rank 1 Earth Class magic item. 



Lin Mo was also very satisfied with this. To be able to obtain a useful spiritual herb would be of great 

help to him. 

“Many thanks, senior.” 

After keeping the star grass, the old man also returned to his seat with the soul-clearing spiritual herb. 

congratulations, you have successfully auctioned off the soul-clearing daylily. 

[ successfully triggered 6000 times auction return interest ] 

congratulations to the host for obtaining a rank 3 Earth Class soul-returning grass. 

As expected, the system’s return interest would give him a similar treasure. This time, it was the 

advanced version of the soul-clearing daylily grass, the soul-returning grass. 

Furthermore, he had grown to such a high level that Lin Mo was satisfied. 

The auction continued, and the subsequent auctions went on smoothly. They were all earth rank 

treasures, which surprised people. 

Why did Lin Mo carry so many treasures with him? wasn’t he afraid of being remembered? 

Not to mention anything else, the treasures he had earned today had made many people jealous, and 

each of them was sold for a sky-high price. 

What shocked the crowd the most was the final bid by the great elder of Saint burning valley. 

A group of people were fighting for the soul recovery grass, and the price kept rising. 

In the end, it was the great elder who used three fire spirit crystals as the price to buy the soul returning 

grass. 

This made him feel a little pained. Even the Saint burning valley could not afford to squander so 

recklessly. 

Furthermore, he only had two treasures that could heal the soul, which was far from enough. 

However, this was the territory of Saint burning valley, so he didn’t dare to go too far. He wanted to take 

the four items, but he would inevitably offend people, which made him helpless. 

congratulations to the host for successfully auctioning the earth Class rank 3 soul returning grass. 

[ successfully triggered 8000-fold auction interest return ] 

congratulations to the host for obtaining a rank 5 Earth Class soul dissolving spiritual herb. 

He remembered that he had obtained a soul dissolving spirit herb in the previous auctions. 

It was also from the soul returning grass. This kind of herb was even more powerful and could effectively 

increase the strength of the soul. 

Furthermore, there would be no side effects after consuming it, making it an excellent treasure. 

“Little friend, do you still have any spiritual medicine that can heal the soul?” 



The Saint burning Valley’s great elder asked Lin Mo as the Holy flame sacrifice was about to start. 

He knew that the purple Moon Palace must have not fully digested the treasures they had accumulated 

from the previous expedition. 

Perhaps there were still spiritual medicines in the palace that could heal the soul, but he just didn’t bring 

them out. 

“Senior, is the Holy flame’s sacrifice that dangerous? why are you so unconfident?” Lin Mo was a little 

confused. 

Three of the four people from the Saint burning valley were at the ninth sky of the Nirvana realm. 

If even an expert of this level could not guarantee their survival in there, then this illusion was simply 

too dangerous. 

little friend, you may not know, but it’s a secret of the Saint burning valley. It’s not convenient for me to 

tell you. The great elder sighed. He had something that was difficult to say. 

“We’ll talk about it when the time comes. If seniors really die in the illusion, I won’t sit by and do 

nothing.” 

Finally, Lin Mo said this to reassure the great elder. 

The first elder was overjoyed to receive the reply. Lin Mo indeed had more treasures on him. His 

collection was truly rich … 

thank you, young friend. If you really need it, Saint burning valley will never forget your kindness. 

The great elder left in satisfaction. Not long after, an elder from the Saint burning valley came and asked 

everyone to move. 

“My Lords, the Holy flame’s sacrifice is about to begin. Please follow me.” 

He followed them through Saint burning valley and passed by many ancient buildings. During this time, 

Lin Mo felt many powerful arrays. 

These were all very complete arrays with great power. 

Lin Mo was shocked to see an altar in the depths. 

The scene was extremely shocking. In the center of the altar, there was a half-meter tall flame, and 

there were many patterns engraved on it. 

The flame was light green in color and was swaying in the wind. 

As soon as they got close, everyone could feel the terrifying temperature. It was easy to imagine the 

power of the Holy flame. 

“What kind of flame is that?” Lin Mo asked via voice transmission. 

Damask stared at the light green flame for a long time before shaking her head helplessly. 

“I can’t see it clearly. This shouldn’t be the real body. What we saw was just an illusion.” 



She had an illusion that the flames in front of her were a little illusionary, as if they didn’t really exist. 

However, the sense of danger that he gave her was real, and she did not dare to be careless. 

everyone, this is the Holy Fire of our Saint burning valley. It has the mark of our ancestors and will 

always protect us. 

Tang Jitong said. The Holy Fire Valley had been passed down to this day mostly because of the Holy Fire. 

Although it was in a deep sleep, it had always protected this place, turning it into a Pure Land. 

the ceremony is very simple. Sit on the ground and release your blood essence. You will enter the 

illusion in a short time. 

After Tang Jitong finished speaking, he began to condense his blood essence, which dripped from his 

fingertips and sank into the ground. 

Brilliant fire element runes appeared on the ground. They were very powerful. 

A burning aura appeared and enveloped Tang Jitong, wrapping his whole body. The Holy flame swayed, 

emitting a weak fluctuation. 

At the same time, a special force appeared and shrouded Tang Jitong’s body, making him look extremely 

mysterious. 

“Let’s begin. I’m very curious about this so-called fortune.” 

Beautiful silk smiled. Since she had decided to participate, she would not hesitate. She immediately cut 

her wrist and let her blood essence flow out. 

Seeing this, Lin Mo did the same and condensed his blood essence onto the ground. 

The scorching temperature rose and began to envelop the surroundings. Many people began to release 

their blood essence. 
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Entering an illusion 

More and more blood essence flowed into the ground, and the sacred fire in the center of the altar 

bloomed with light. 

Indistinctly, three thousand rays of light appeared around the Holy flame. It was as if it had transformed 

into a lotus flower that had bloomed. 

The 3,000 flower petals were incomparably resplendent, causing everyone to be dazed. 

This was the evolution of the Dao law. It was the 3000 great Dao. Among them, there were not only 

flames, but also other things that existed in the form of Dao fire. 

Lin Mo was not the only one. The rest of the people also saw this scene. Many of them were here for the 

first time and felt that it was very novel. 



The charm of the great Dao emerged, and people were mesmerized. How much one could comprehend 

depended on their own fate. 

The Holy flame in the middle gradually expanded and finally enveloped everyone. 

They also felt that their souls had been sublimated, as if they had ascended to heaven. They suddenly 

understood a lot. 

Lin Mo felt a sense of novelty as he was surrounded by flames. It was a completely new experience. 

This sacred fire had swallowed his blood essence and then presented the 3000 great Dao in front of him. 

Although he could not understand it, he had benefited a lot from it. 

After that, he gradually gained enlightenment and almost forgot himself. The aura on his body began to 

slowly rise, and his understanding of the Dao laws became deeper. 

There was a flash of light, and Lin Mo felt his vision blur. His body fell silent, and his consciousness had 

already entered a deep level of cultivation. 

Many people around him were surprised to see his strange behavior. 

Those who had participated in the Holy flame’s sacrifice all knew that this was a sign of entering an 

illusion. 

This also meant that Lin Mo was extremely talented. The Holy flame had just displayed its power, and he 

had already entered an illusion. One could only imagine how talented he was. 

“This child must not be left alive …” 

Not far away, a few men saw this and coldly muttered to themselves. 

Lin Mo’s talent made them fear him. If he were to continue cultivating, it was hard to imagine whether 

he would be able to reach the immortal-Foundation Stage … 

If that were to happen, it would probably be Lin Mo’s time to settle the score. 

“Oh,” 

Ten minutes later, there was another flash of light. Tang Ling, who was in the distance, was acting 

strangely. Like Lin Mo, she had also entered the illusion. 

the genius girl of Saint burning valley. It’s said that she’s as talented as saintess Xia you. It seems that 

she’s worthy of her reputation. 

Some people praised her. However, because Lin Mo had entered, Tang Ling didn’t get much praise. 

However, she no longer knew what was happening in the outside world. Right now, her consciousness 

had already entered the illusory space. 

In a corner not far away, Lin Mo sat cross-legged and comprehended what he had gained earlier. 

He felt that his comprehension of the laws was no longer weaker than some of the experts in the ninth 

heaven. 



However, due to the God devouring body, it was difficult for him to break through and he needed a 

large number of spirit stones. 

“Hey, how did you comprehend it? how did you get in so quickly?” 

Tang Ling came in front of Lin Mo and sat cross-legged on the ground, carefully sizing him up. 

Ever since she was young, her father had told her that in the entire Eastern continent, there was only 

one person who could suppress her in terms of talent-Holy maiden Xia you. 

However, she had never expected that someone more powerful than her would appear in this holy 

flame’s sacrifice. 

He just didn’t know how Lin Mo’s talent would be compared to Holy maiden Xia you. 

“I wonder what miss Tang Ling plans to do next?” Lin Mo opened his eyes and asked curiously. 

He had originally planned to cultivate for a while, but there were 3000 great Dao manifestations here, 

which were extremely profound. He was worried that he would fall into a deep level of cultivation. 

Although this was a good thing, he did not forget that his purpose in coming here was to find the sacred 

fire spirit stone. 

I’m naturally going to the core area, the Holy Fire Summit. 

Tang Ling laughed. That was the center of the illusion, and it was also a terrain that would never change. 

It was a volcanic crater. If she entered from there, she would be able to see the true body of the Holy 

flame. Her goal was to obtain the approval of the Holy flame. 

If the Holy Fire could be revived and no longer dormant, Saint Burn Valley would receive immeasurable 

benefits. 

of course, it’s very dangerous there. It’s said that if you die there, your soul will suffer an unprecedented 

injury. 

This was also the reason why the great elder of Saint burning valley had been looking for the spirit 

medicine to heal his soul. 

I’m very curious, why didn’t the Saint burning valley prepare any soul healing elixirs this time? ” Lin Mo 

asked. 

If the Saint burning valley had been prepared, they would not have wasted so many true treasures on 

the auction. 

there was one in the past, but when I was born, the Holy flame moved. Father thought I could revive the 

Holy flame. 

“Back then, she brought the young me to the Holy flame. In the end, I was severely injured, and my soul 

was almost destroyed.” 

“At that time, I had not cultivated yet, so I could not absorb much energy from the spirit herbs.” 



Tang Ling was helpless. When she talked about what happened in the past, she didn’t care that Lin Mo 

was someone she had just met. 

in order to save me, I swallowed all the spiritual herbs that the Saint burning valley had accumulated for 

almost a thousand years. 

However, this also left her with some injuries, causing her cultivation to be slower, falling behind Lin Mo 

and Holy maiden Xia you … 

The two of them chatted for a while, and Lin Mo also found out a lot of things. 

This included the sacred fire spirit stone, which was also located in a fixed area. 

To the South of the illusionary realm was a desert. It was filled with danger and all kinds of strange 

phenomena could take one’s life. 

In addition, there were also demonic beasts. Although they were all illusionary realms, they were also 

based on a dangerous place in ancient times. 

you’d better cultivate here for a while before you go. Otherwise, you’ll get nothing after providing the 

blood essence. 

Tang Ling reminded Lin Mo to get some benefits first, or else he would waste a chance. 

thank you for the reminder. However, I’m desperate for the sacred fire spirit stone. Even if I can’t find 

anything, I’ll accept it. 

Lin Mo cupped his fists and ended the conversation because a group of people came in one after 

another. 

Beautiful silk’s talent was also above average, and she belonged to the first batch of people to enter. 

After meeting up with Lin Mo, the two of them chose to leave immediately to find the Holy Fire spirit 

stone for Xiao die. 

“Aren’t you being too arrogant?” The Grand Elder of Saint burning valley frowned. 

It would be a little irrational for Lin Mo and beautiful silk to leave just like that and head to the southern 

desert region. 

“Don’t underestimate that young man. Ling ‘er, what do you think of him?” Tang Jitong laughed. 

Tang Ling nodded. he’s a very strong opponent. He’s no weaker than saintess Xia you. I heard that he 

has four incomplete techniques of the ancient divine beasts. If they really fight, I’m afraid that even 

saintess Xia you might not be able to win. 

Such an expert would definitely compete for resources in his future cultivation journey. He would need 

to make preparations in advance. 

“There are many talented people, but there has never been one who could make Young Valley master 

give such an evaluation. Could it be that young miss is moved? However, it’s a pity that he already has a 

Dao partner. Otherwise, we could have tried to match him.” 



The Grand Elder said as he stroked his white beard. 

“Great-grandfather, what nonsense are you talking about?” Tang Ling’s eyes widened and she said 

angrily. 

This was her first time meeting Lin Mo, right? she had praised him for his talent, so how could she be 

mistaken for having feelings for him? 

Chapter 493: The Currency of the Ancient Era 

 

At this moment, Lin Mo had already left the starting ground with beautiful silk. After embarking on their 

journey, they discovered that the fire elements here were extremely dense. 

what a pity. If Xiaodie could come here for closed-door cultivation, she might be able to obtain a 

heaven-defying fortune. Damask sighed. 

Strictly speaking, she and Lin Mo were not suitable for this place. 

This was because this place was filled with the purest fire element, and there was no other power. 

The most suitable one would be Xiao die’s extreme fire attribute. 

However, Lin Mo also knew that Xiao die could not be brought to Saint burning valley, or it would cause 

a commotion. 

He knew that once Xiao die’s talent was exposed, she would be pursued by countless people and might 

even lose her life. 

Even the people of Saint burning valley would make a move. 

“If we keep going, we’ll reach the desert. There are demon beasts hiding there, so we have to be 

careful.” 

Lin Mo said. The vegetation in the vicinity had been reduced, and most of them were dead trees. 

There was even some dust in the air. They were close to the desert. 

“Lin Mo, don’t force yourself here. If you encounter danger, you can’t fight.” Damask warned. 

Previously, people had mentioned many times that this place was dangerous, and even immortal-

foundation experts didn’t dare to be careless. She was worried about Lin Mo’s safety. 

Although he wouldn’t die, his soul would be severely injured. 

Even with the help of elixirs, it would take some time to heal. This would delay Lin Mo’s cultivation. 

“Thank you, Auntie. I know.” alright! Lin Mo replied and flew into the distance with beautiful silk. 

The sand and dust in the surroundings gradually increased. At the end of their vision, they could even 

see sand all over the sky being swept up by the strong wind, forming a sandstorm. 



Looking at the endless desert around him, Lin Mo frowned slightly. He could vaguely sense danger 

approaching and felt a little uneasy. 

“Buzzzzzz!” 

At that moment, Lin Mo and damask simultaneously sensed that there were demonic beasts hiding 

underground. 

“BOOM!” 

Dust flew up from below as a huge iron Pincher flew out and attacked Lin Mo. 

A light yellow scorpion that was a thousand feet long appeared under the sand. 

A sharp poisonous thorn also attacked, heading straight for beautiful silk, not allowing her to support Lin 

Mo at the first moment. 

“What a strange demonic beast. I’ve never seen it before.” 

Lin Mo was shocked. He summoned the Daluo divine sword, and the sword light bloomed, knocking the 

pincers back and leaving deep sword marks on them. 

“Ji!” 

The Scorpion let out a shrill cry. The Daluo divine sword had injured it. 

“What a tough defense.” Lin Mo was shocked. 

His sword attack was not weak. Normally, it should have been able to cut off the pincers. He did not 

expect that it would only leave a few sword marks. 

“Bastard, you’re looking for death.” 

Damask’s furious voice was heard. She grabbed the poisonous scorpion’s tail and stabbed her with the 

poisonous thorn, but it did not Pierce her palm. 

The next moment, its body was pulled up by the beautiful silk, and the glorious sun spear pierced 

through its head. 

&Nbsp; pained cries rang out as the Scorpion struggled, but its life force was continuously weakening. 

Soon, it died, and a large pool of dark green blood flowed out. It was extremely stinky. 

A pale yellow Pearl flew out from the Scorpion’s head. It was burning with a weak flame, which was very 

strange. 

this should be an inner core. Judging from its grade, it should be level 8 of The Spirit Level. Not bad, you 

can refine it. Beautiful silk nodded. 

This demonic beast was at the eighth sky of the Nirvana stage. Logically speaking, the inner core 

produced by it should be better, but it turned out to be at the same level as it. 

From the looks of it, it wasn’t a very powerful monster beast. Perhaps it had relied on the mysteries of 

this place to grow to its current level. 



“Ji!” 

Just as the damask finished off the demonic beast, another series of neighing sounds came from the 

bottom of the desert. 

It was the Scorpion’s screeches from before. The ground below trembled as demonic beasts emerged 

from the desert. 

“This is an entire race.” Lin Mo was shocked. 

Moreover, what surprised him even more was the strength of this group. Every Scorpion was at least at 

the fifth sky of Nirvana realm. 

Among them, there were more than a dozen level eight beasts. 

“BOOM!” 

A muffled sound rang out, and golden light bloomed from below the desert. Terrifying figures appeared 

one after another, surrounding the two of them. 

“Something’s wrong, let’s go.” 

Lin Mo grabbed damask’s wrist and spread the kun Peng wings on his back. He unleashed his speed to 

the maximum and flew into the depths. 

The desert below him kept shaking. The danger of this place was beyond his imagination. 

Not only were these scorpions powerful, but their numbers were also shocking. There were probably 

more than a million of them, which made his scalp tingle. 

When he fled with the damask, the poisonous scorpions were also in pursuit. 

A strong wind blew, and the sand on the ground was swept up. These poisonous scorpions spat out a 

pale yellow gas that fused with the sand. 

A sandstorm appeared in the surroundings, rapidly attacking Lin Mo. 

Below them, the poisonous Scorpion also shot out its poisonous stingers in an attempt to shoot Lin Mo 

and the other man down. 

Lin Mo’s expression changed drastically at the sight. He raised his hand and the Daluo divine sword 

appeared, repelling the poisonous stingers. 

The damask also made her move, killing some of the poisonous scorpions that wanted to fly up and 

attack. 

The situation was not optimistic. The sandstorm had already surrounded them, and Lin Mo immediately 

felt the surrounding space gradually stabilizing. 

These sandstorms could even seal off space and trap them here. 

“Lin Mo, look below.” 

Suddenly, damask pointed down and discovered something unusual. 



The sand and dust on the ground were swept up, revealing the nest of the poisonous scorpions below, 

which was densely packed with many eggs. 

There were young poisonous scorpions inside. In addition, there was a kind of crystal stone below that 

contained a lot of spiritual Qi. 

“Aunty, hold on. I’ll go down and take a look.” Lin Mo’s interest was piqued, and he decided to go down 

and give it a try. 

“No, you stay, I’ll go.” Damask was shocked and wanted to pull Lin Mo back. 

However, it was too late. Lin Mo controlled the kun Peng wings, and no one could match his speed. In 

the blink of an eye, he arrived at the Scorpion nest below. 

Many poisonous scorpions saw that someone had barged in and launched attacks one after another, not 

worried about hurting their young. 

In reality, even with so many eggs, not many of them could successfully hatch. Hence, they were not 

worried at all and launched a deadly attack to capture Lin Mo. 

“Troublesome …” 

Lin Mo frowned. The Daluo divine sword repelled a few scorpions and grabbed a crystal. It was filled 

with dense spirit Qi. 

However, he didn’t know what it was. He put it into the system space and waited for the system’s 

response. 

[spirit origin stone. There was a period of time in ancient times when it was used as a substitute for 

spirit stones and was used as currency. It contains rich energy and is comparable to ten high-grade spirit 

stones.(Can not be auctioned)] 

A single spirit origin stone was comparable to ten superior-grade spirit stones. One could see how much 

spirit Qi it contained. 

Moreover, this was only one. Who knew how many were buried in this boundless desert … 

“This is a treasure land.” Lin Mo was overjoyed. If he could obtain a large number of spirit origin stones, 

he might be able to break through to the 7th Sky of Nirvana stage. 

“Lin Mo, how are you?” 

Beautiful silk shouted anxiously from above. She had only gone down to retrieve a crystal. Why did it 

take so long? 

“Aunty, I’m fine. Please help me for a while.” 
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Collecting spirit origin stones 



Lin Mo replied. He did not plan to return yet. There were thousands of spirit origin stones in this area 

alone. 

Regardless of whether there were any in other places, he was going to take everything here. 

The spirit Qi gathered and condensed into sword Qi, and Lin Mo killed the few poisonous scorpions that 

came to stop him. 

The system space began to collect the surrounding treasures. At this time, he only hated the fact that 

the area covered by the system space was too small. 

The area was huge, and Lin Mo had to collect it three times before he could take everything. 

There were more than 3700 spirit origin stones in total, which was equivalent to 370 million medium-

grade spirit stones. 

He didn’t expect that he would get such a huge sum of money in such a short time. 

However, the price he had to pay was obvious. His right shoulder and left leg had been hit by the 

Scorpion’s stingers and were poisoned. 

Fortunately, he had the God devouring body, which could easily swallow the poison. It didn’t cause him 

any trouble. 

However, the injuries on his body were inevitable. Moreover, he couldn’t stay any longer. If he 

continued, he was afraid that he would really be left behind. 

“Lin Mo, you …” 

After flying back up, Lin Mo returned to damask’s side. He frowned when he saw that damask was 

severely injured. 

It was not a good thing to be injured at this time. It was very likely that he would die Here. 

don’t worry, aunty. Help me get out of this place first. This is dangerous, but it’s also an opportunity. Lin 

Mo chuckled. 

He casually took a spirit pill and was pulled out by Qi Luo. 

Although the sandstorm was very troublesome, the damask was an expert of the ninth heaven after all. 

These poisonous scorpions were very afraid of her, so they could only pursue her from a distance. 

“You’re taking too much risk. You know, I just felt the aura of a demonic beast of the ninth heaven.” 

Qi Luo reproached. The Scorpion’s nest was too dangerous, yet Lin Mo still dared to rush in. 

“By the way, what is that crystal? is it referring to your adventure?” 

After flying for an hour, beautiful silk finally brought Lin Mo away and asked curiously. 

She could not see very clearly, but she could feel that Lin Mo seemed to have taken away all the crystals 

below. Otherwise, he would not have been so seriously injured. 

this is a spirit stone. It was used as currency in ancient times. 



Lin Mo laughed happily. There must be more places like this. Even if he did not find the Holy Fire spirit 

stone, it would be worth it. 

“Spirit origin stone? I’ve never heard of it …” Beautiful silk shook her head. She had read many ancient 

books, but she could not remember this part of history. 

that’s not important. What’s important is that one Spirit stone is equivalent to ten upper-grade spirit 

stones. 

Lin Mo laughed. He had earned 370 million medium spiritual stones from that trip. 

“It’s that precious?” Damask was slightly surprised. 

After a short moment of daze, beautiful silk became slightly excited. 

Lin Mo’s current predicament was that he did not have enough resources. Although he had earned a lot 

of spiritual stones, he had to use them to run the purple Moon Palace. 

A lot of construction, training of disciples, military, and so on all required spiritual stones. 

Therefore, there were very few things that could be used for Lin Mo’s cultivation. Now that he could 

find such a treasure, Lin Mo’s realm could be raised by another level. 

that’s great! Let’s not go look for the Holy Fire spirit stones yet. Let’s get some more spirit origin stones. 

Said damask with a nod. 

She also believed that there were more spirit origin stones in this place. 

However, he would have to enter the Scorpion’s nest again, which was a little dangerous. 

“Let’s not go in too deep first. Let’s go look for the Scorpion nest.” Lin Mo heaved a sigh of relief when 

he saw damask agree. 

He was originally worried that beautiful silk would think it was too dangerous and would not agree to 

this. 

Now, it seemed that his worries were unnecessary. As long as he could obtain enough spirit origin 

stones, he would be able to break through. 

However, although he and damask had made up their minds to break into the Scorpion’s nest, they did 

not blindly charge in. 

These poisonous scorpions were all very powerful. If they were surrounded, the consequences would be 

unimaginable. 

“Let’s stop with the transfer spiritual array first. Fortunately, we have prepared enough and have 

enough materials to set it up.” 

Lin Mo said. He took out a pile of materials and refined the formation flags with damask. 

After placing the transfer spiritual array in a safe place, the two of them flew across the desert and 

suppressed their auras, allowing the poisonous scorpions to attack them. 



After traveling through the desert, they were attacked in less than half an hour. 

However, it was not a Scorpion this time. Instead, it was a white lizard at the ninth sky of Nirvana realm. 

It was extremely powerful. 

Even the damask would find it difficult to defeat him. 

Especially since this was its home ground. The fire element here was rich, and it could help it replenish 

its energy at any time. 

On the other hand, although beautiful silk’s fire attribute had become stronger, she still had her water 

attribute. She was being suppressed here instead, and her combat strength was reduced sharply. 

Fortunately, their goal wasn’t to deal with the lizard, but to find spirit origin stones. 

While the damask tulip held the lizard back, Lin Mo successfully made his way to its lair and discovered 

that there were Spirit Source stones there as well. 

“A total of seven hundred and thirty …” 

Compared to the Scorpion nest, it was a little rare, but fortunately, there was no danger this time. 

After collecting all the spirit origin stones, he met up with damask. As soon as he appeared, he was 

attacked by the lizards. 

“Roar!” 

The White lizard bellowed, and flames filled the sky as it attacked Lin Mo. 

It had also noticed that while it was fighting with the woman in front of it, this person had taken all the 

treasures in its nest. 

“We got it, let’s run.” 

Lin Mo shouted. The Daluo divine sword split the flames apart and successfully joined up with damask. 

The two of them activated the teleportation formation and disappeared. 

“That was close. The demonic beasts in this illusionary realm are all very powerful …” Beautiful silk 

heaved a sigh of relief, feeling as if she had escaped. 

“This is a natural treasure land, we can’t waste it.” Lin Mo licked his lips. 

There were not only poisonous scorpions in the desert, but also many powerful demonic beasts. 

However, there were more or less spirit origin stones in their nests. 

In the days that followed, Lin Mo and Mo Huanxi escaped death several times through the teleportation 

formation and the kun Peng wings. 

During this period of time, he had naturally obtained a large number of spirit origin stones. Moreover, 

there were a few times when he couldn’t escape, so he could only fight with all his might and kill the 

demonic beasts to obtain their inner cores. 

Ten days passed quickly. Lin Mo and beautiful silk rested in a cave. 



During this time, they had gained a lot. They got a rank 1 Earth Class inner core, which was a level 9 

Dragon lizard. 

It had a powerful bloodline and abhorred evil. After Lin Mo had stolen its home, it had followed its aura 

and come all the way here for revenge. 

In the end, damask was injured. She had to take a source energy pill to recover and kill the Dragon 

lizard. 

However, this also made Lin Mo and the others wary. They cleared all traces along the way to not 

expose themselves. 

we’ve obtained a total of more than 27000 spirit origin stones, which is equivalent to 2.7 billion medium 

spiritual stones. Unfortunately, there are only a few of them in each location. 

Lin Mo was a little dissatisfied. Although this number was a lot, it was still far from enough. 

Lin Mo had estimated that he would need more than 10 billion middle-grade spirit stones for this 

breakthrough. 

Moreover, he would need a huge amount of spiritual stones to stabilize his realm after the 

breakthrough. He would need to prepare 20 billion medium spiritual stones to break through. 

Otherwise, his life would be in danger if he did not have enough spiritual energy during the 

breakthrough. 

Chapter 495: The Treasure Behind the Teleportation Formation 

 

The treasure behind the teleportation formation 

what a pity. I thought there would be a lot, but we’ve walked through the desert. Even if we missed out 

on some, there aren’t many. 

Damask sighed. The harvest this time was not bad, but it was still a little lacking compared to what Lin 

Mo needed. 

“Let’s go deeper and stop provoking these demonic beasts.” 

Lin Mo said. He had yet to achieve his objective for this trip. He had to get the sacred fire spirit stone. 

The two of them went deeper into the desert. The number of demonic beasts in the depths of the 

desert was much smaller. 

However, these demonic beasts were all at the ninth sky of the Nirvana realm, and their combat 

strength was terrifying. 

Most of the places with spirit herbs or spirit origin stones were occupied by these demonic beasts. 

The two of them gave it a try and discovered that these demonic beasts were all connected to each 

other. Pulling one hair would affect the whole body, and they couldn’t be easily provoked. 



Lin Mo frowned, feeling an unusual pressure. 

In the depths of the desert, the intelligence of these demonic beasts was very high. Even if they were 

created by an illusion, they were still extraordinary. 

They would unite against outsiders and kill Lin Mo and damask first. 

While hiding, the two of them moved forward for several days. They had no idea how many miles they 

had traveled and how many dangers they had encountered. 

However, on this day, they discovered something unusual. 

As they advanced, the corpses of demonic beasts appeared. There was more than one. 

He didn’t know what caused their deaths, but he could imagine that they must have experienced a 

fierce battle. 

As they continued forward, Lin Mo’s expression gradually turned serious, and a rotten smell filled the 

air. 

One or two demonic beast corpses were in front of them, and they had been dead for many days. 

Not long after, they made a new discovery. The demonic beast corpses that appeared in front of them 

had blood on them, and there was more than one. 

There were more than a hundred corpses, and their blood was flowing down, forming a small stream. 

The strength of these demonic beasts was extremely terrifying without exception. Most of them were at 

the level of the nine Heavens. 

Lin Mo was shocked. What kind of powerful being could kill so many demonic beasts by himself? 

If they were killed separately, their bodies wouldn’t have been piled up in one place. 

They had doubts in their hearts, but since they were already here, they couldn’t retreat. They could only 

continue forward. 

“I’ll fight it out. At most, I’ll just return home.” 

Lin Mo steeled his heart and did not care about anything else. He had already come this far, so how 

could he retreat just like that? 

that’s fine. It’s not like we didn’t get anything. Beautiful silk nodded and did not object. 

According to what Tang Jitong had said before, dying in the Holy Fire’s sacrifice would damage the soul, 

but the treasures stored in the storage artifact could be taken out. 

The two of them sped up and passed through. Along the way, they found many corpses, all of which 

were demonic beasts of the eighth and ninth heaven. 

The atmosphere was a little tense, and even Lin Mo was a little shocked. 

If they discovered the corpse of an immortal-Foundation expert after venturing deeper, that would be 

terrifying. 



In the end, they seemed to have come to the end of the desert. There was an ancient altar with a 

teleportation formation on it, leading to an unknown place. 

After hesitating for a while, Lin Mo and beautiful silk stood on it. The teleportation formation was 

activated, and the light was dazzling. 

After a burst of spatial fluctuations, the two figures disappeared. 

Before the bright white light disappeared, the two of them appeared in a strange place. 

This was a Palace that originated from the ancient era. Runes were carved on the walls, making it very 

mysterious. 

However, what shocked Lin Mo the most was the hidden treasure. 

Spirit origin stones and spirit stones were everywhere, filling the entire space. There were all sorts of 

precious ores, divine jades, and so on. 

“Heavens …” 

Lin Mo was shocked. This place was heaven … 

With a sweep of his spiritual sense, he found that there were more than 100000 spirit origin stones and 

more than 100 million middle-grade spirit stones. 

The countless jade stones around him were filled with spiritual energy. 

“I feel like I’m dreaming …” 

Damask murmured. She had never seen such a rich treasure before, except for the triumphant return of 

the purple Moon Palace. 

The treasures here were enough to support Lin Mo’s breakthrough. 

what’s going on? can’t we take it away? ” Lin Mo’s anxious voice was heard. 

Beautiful silk looked over and saw Lin Mo holding a piece of Jade in his hand. He wanted to take it away, 

but there was no movement. 

She tried a few times but eventually shook her head helplessly. 

“How could this be …” Lin Mo felt like he was going crazy. He had finally found the treasure, only to find 

that he could not take it away. 

“Why don’t you stay here and cultivate?” Said damask. 

He did not know how long he would have to wait if he missed this opportunity to break through. Lin Mo 

had the God devouring body anyway, so he could devour these treasures very quickly. 

“Don’t waste it. I’ll protect you. It should be safe here.” 

Damask urged Lin Mo to hurry up because he did not know when danger would appear. 

“I can only do this …” 



Left with no choice, Lin Mo chose to cultivate. He sat cross-legged on the ground and began to absorb 

the spirit Qi in the surroundings. 

Spirit stones and spirit origin stones flew out of the palace and headed toward Lin Mo. 

In the blink of an eye, the spirit stone turned into powder and the spirit Qi was absorbed. 

Even the divine jades and ores around him were absorbed. The energy contained in his body was 

constantly disappearing and being devoured by Lin Mo. 

Upon seeing this, damask looked around vigilantly. After confirming that there was no danger, she flew 

out of the hall. 

She stood guard here to prevent any demonic beasts from disturbing Lin Mo’s cultivation. 

And this defense lasted for two whole months. 

Damask had never relaxed during this period of time. In the end, she discovered that this place was very 

safe, and there was basically no danger. 

Even if there were, they were just some formations. As long as one didn’t touch them, one could avoid 

them. 

could it be that all the dangers along the way have been cleared by those demon beasts? ” 

She came to an absurd conclusion. The danger was triggered by the demonic beasts, which was why 

there were so many demonic beast corpses along the way … 

“It feels unreal …” 

Damask smiled. If that was the case, then the heavens must be watching over her. 

Two months had passed, and Lin Mo had absorbed most of the treasures in the palace. He had also 

absorbed the spirit origin stones that he had obtained earlier. 

Flames and lightning wreaked havoc in the palace, and Lin Mo’s aura finally bloomed. 

The seventh sky of the Nirvana realm. He had finally broken through successfully. 

When damask sensed this aura from the outside, she was both delighted and shocked. 

Lin Mo’s combat strength had increased sharply after his breakthrough, and even she was surprised by 

his aura. 

“I’m afraid that even some of the experts who have just entered the ninth heaven are not Lin Mo’s 

match now …” She muttered to herself. 

“Swish!” 

The next moment, a gust of wind blew beside her. Lin Mo’s figure had appeared in front of her without 

her knowing. 

“Aunty, thank you for your help.” 



Lin Mo smiled. Two months of guarding had caused damask to look tired. She finally heaved a sigh of 

relief when she saw Lin Mo come out of his seclusion. 

it’s good that you’ve broken through. Let’s continue on our way and look for the sacred fire spirit stone 

… 

As damask spoke, she planned to continue on with Lin Mo. There was another path outside the hall that 

led deeper into the palace. 

There might be a sacred fire spirit stone there … 

Chapter 496: The Injured Great Elder 

 

The injured great elder 

This trip could be said to be perfect. Lin Mo had obtained the fire spirit crystal, and there was a certain 

chance of obtaining the sacred fire spirit stone if he auctioned it. 

However, he wasn’t sure. It would be best if he could find the sacred fire spirit stone. 

this is already the deepest part. The dangers and opportunities might all be here. 

Lin Mo and beautiful silk did not encounter any danger along the way. 

Although there were many powerful formations protecting the area, they were not triggered, so the 

danger factor was reduced. 

“The smell of blood, there’s a living being here.” 

At the end of the path was a cave. The entrance was a mess, as if a great battle had just taken place. 

The two of them could smell blood in the air. 

In the cave, the void was in chaos. There were blurry runes on the walls, but they were very dim, as if 

they had been destroyed. 

“Someone came here before us?” Damask was stunned. She had been guarding this place for two 

months, but she had not seen anyone pass by. 

“Who …” 

Suddenly, in the strange cave, a weak voice came from a corner, and it was filled with surprise. 

Lin Mo and Mo Wen quickly walked past each other and saw each other. 

This man was the great elder of Saint burning valley. He had chatted with Lin Mo before and wanted to 

buy more spirit herbs. 

When the great elder saw that it was Lin Mo, he heaved a sigh of relief. He opened his mouth with great 

difficulty, but no words came out. 

There was a bloody hole in the middle of his brows, and the flesh around it had long rotted away. 



There was a force that was eroding the first elder, slowly pushing him towards death. He was now an 

arrow at the end of its flight. 

first elder, your injuries are too severe. You’ll need several earth grade treasures to save yourself. Lin 

Mo said in a deep voice. 

Lin Mo and damask looked grim. One could imagine how dangerous this place was to be able to injure 

the great elder, who had such powerful combat strength. 

First elder’s face was red, and the Qi in his body was chaotic, as if he was suppressing something. 

Only then did Lin Mo realize that there were several bloody holes on the first elder’s body, all of which 

contained corrosive energy. 

The injury between his eyebrows was the most serious, which was why he was noticed. 

The current Grand Elder could only rely on the spiritual energy in his body to persist. Once it was 

exhausted, it would be the time of his death. 

“Wait, aunty, step back.” 

Lin Mo stared at the great elder carefully. He used his fingers as a sword and cut off the great elder’s left 

arm. 

Black blood spurted out, and a pungent smell spread. 

“Ji Ji!” 

At the same time, a tiny red dot let out a strange cry. It flew out of the exploded arm and pounced at the 

retreating damask. 

“What is this?” Damask was on her guard at once. She raised her hand and shot out a stream of water, 

crushing the red dot. 

A scorching aura was emitted, and the surrounding air instantly turned red. It was very strange. 

“Phew … Many thanks, young friend …” 

The great elder’s left arm had been cut off, but he didn’t show any pain. Instead, he heaved a sigh of 

relief and could finally speak. 

“Great elder, what is that?” 

Lin Mo cupped his fists and handed over a spirit pill to the first elder. 

“Cough, cough … Little friend, can you lend me a few earth rank spirit herbs? I can take you to find the 

Saint fire spirit stone.” 

The great elder coughed violently. The injuries on his body did not seem to improve even after he had 

taken the spirit pill. 

Just as Lin Mo had said, his injuries could only be healed by earth rank spiritual herbs. He would need at 

least three of them to fully recover in a short time. 



don’t worry, young friend. As long as we leave the illusion, I’ll return all three earth rank spirit herbs to 

you. The great elder said. 

“Sure, but please tell us what happened when you’re healing.” Lin Mo took out three earth rank spirit 

herbs without hesitation. 

The great elder thanked him and swallowed the three spiritual herbs in one gulp. 

A majestic energy spread throughout his body, and the several bloody holes in his body were recovering 

at a speed visible to the naked eye. 

His injuries were originally very serious, and he was even on the verge of death. 

However, with the help of the earth rank spirit herbs, he was completely healed in less than half an 

hour. Even his broken arm had grown back. 

“Phew, the feeling of being reborn is really good …” First elder stood up and heaved a sigh of relief. 

“First elder, please enlighten me.” Lin Mo laughed. 

The first elder looked at Lin Mo gratefully and said, ” I didn’t expect you to come out of the desert alive, 

young friend. You’re really not simple. 

but it seems that you haven’t found the sacred fire spirit stone since you entered the central area. 

The great elder’s words left Lin Mo and beautiful silk scratching their heads in confusion. 

Weren’t they always heading towards the desert in the South? they had never returned. 

However, from what the first elder said, it seemed like this place was the central area … 

“Please continue.” Lin Mo nodded and allowed the great elder to continue. 

to be honest, we found the sacred fire spirit stone and wanted to take it away. However, we triggered 

the sealing formation and almost lost our lives. 

“In order to let Valley master and the others leave, I blocked the attack of the formation. After being 

seriously injured, I stayed here to rest.” 

“So, what about your injuries?” Lin Mo was puzzled. Although the great elder was injured by the 

formation, he could feel the vitality from the red dot just now. It seemed to be a living being. 

“If it’s just an injury caused by the formation, I can recover in a few days. But someone came behind 

me.” 

The great elder helplessly told Lin Mo that he had met the hidden ghost sect’s sect master. 

He was a person with terrifying combat strength and many tricks that were impossible to guard against. 

“Wait … The hidden ghost sect’s sect master, you’ve invited this person?” Lin Mo was shocked. This 

person was his sworn enemy. 

When he was still weak, he already had a grudge with the hidden ghost sect. 



It had been going on until now and had never been resolved. This also led to the accumulation of hatred. 

I don’t know how it entered. It’s very strange because it’s its main body … 

The great elder explained that the hidden ghost sect’s sect master had injured him and planted a few 

poisonous insects in his body. 

“He’s also a spirit Bug Master?” Lin Mo was surprised. He never thought that the hidden ghost sect’s 

sect master would have such an identity. 

I’ve killed most of the spirit insects in my body. There’s only one left, but I’ve used up all my strength. 

The great elder sighed. If he had not met Lin Mo, he would have been dead and his soul outside would 

have been severely injured. 

“There’s one more question. Isn’t this an illusion? how did the hidden ghost sect’s sect master come in 

with his true body?” Damask, who was silent at the side, suddenly asked. 

It seemed like the Saint burning valley was still hiding the so-called holy flame’s sacrifice. 

actually, this can be considered the interior of the sacred fire. It’s a small world it opened up. We 

entered in spiritual form. 

“It’s not impossible for my main body to enter, but I have to withstand the burning of the Holy flame.” 

This was yet another piece of shocking news. The hidden ghost sect’s sect master’s cultivation technique 

was rather evil. 

Bai Luo and Tian Sha had both said that this person was full of evil techniques that were extremely Yin 

and cold. 

However, he was able to enter this place. One could only imagine how many tricks he had up his sleeve 

and how many hidden cards he had … 

I can’t say more. It’s a secret of the Saint burning valley. Please don’t mind it. 

The great elder was unwilling to say anything more about the small world. At the same time, he asked 

Lin Mo and beautiful silk to keep it a secret. 

“Let’s go. The sacred fire spirit stone is in the depths.” 

Chapter 497: Red Flame Thorn 

 

Red flame thorn 

After getting more or less the information, the first elder led Lin Mo and the rest deep into the cave. 

After going deeper, Lin Mo realized that the caves were connected in all directions. 

Each path led to a different place. After searching for a while, his sense of direction was already very 

bad. 



Furthermore, for some unknown reason, the surrounding walls were very difficult for soul power to 

penetrate. 

“It’s right in front, but whether you can get it or not will depend on your luck.” 

After walking for half an hour, the surroundings became empty, and what appeared in front was a lava 

lake. 

In the lake, there were many crystals burning with flames. 

It contained an extremely rich flame energy, causing Lin Mo and beautiful silk to be dumbfounded. 

little friend, look at the platform in the middle. That’s the sacred fire spirit stone. 

The great elder pointed to the center. Lin Mo followed his finger and saw a platform in the middle of the 

lake. 

A medium formation pattern appeared on the platform, exuding a mysterious aura. 

In the center of the platform was a white crystal surrounded by white flames, looking very sacred. 

The great elder left to look for Tang Jitong and the others, in case they encountered the hidden ghost 

sect’s sect master. 

Lin Mo and damask were left behind, staring at the lake of script in a daze. 

The things floating in the lake were all fire spirit crystals, and there were so many of them, which made 

him apprehensive. 

be careful. If Tang Jitong and the others can’t take away the sacred fire spirit stone, you can imagine 

how terrifying this formation is. 

Damask reminded Lin Mo to step back. She planned to test the waters first. The fire spirit crystal that 

was closest to them was a hundred meters away. 

No matter what, he had to try and see if he could get that fire spirit crystal first. 

“Aunty, let me do it. I have the kun Peng wings, so I’ll be faster.” 

Lin Mo was a little worried and wanted to try it out himself. 

no, let me do it. You watch carefully. Your soul power is stronger than mine. Damask shook her head 

and told Lin Mo to look carefully. 

She leaped up and quickly flew toward the crystal. 

Lin Mo released his soul power to be on guard against his surroundings. At the same time, he took out 

the Daluo divine sword. 

Once damask encountered an irresistible danger, he would take action. 

The Qi of the fire spirit crystal was getting thicker and thicker, and the beautiful silk was gradually 

approaching the fire spirit crystal. 



She had been very careful along the way, ready to fight at any time. 

The fire spirit crystal in front of him was also very sacred. It was shining with multicolored light and 

releasing the aura of flames. 

As he got closer, a wave of dense spirit Qi gushed into beautiful silk’s body, making her feel comfortable. 

The spirit Qi was too pure. 

“It’s indeed worthy of being a fire spirit crystal.” 

Beautiful silk praised as she flew in front of the fire spirit crystal and reached out to grab it. From the 

beginning to the end, she had been on high alert. 

The fire spirit crystal was the size of a palm and exuded a holy aura. The flames were ignited and burned 

in the beautiful silk’s hand. 

“What a divine aura. If I refine it, my strength will increase.” Damask praised. 

However, even now, the so-called danger had not appeared. The surroundings were deathly silent. 

Lin Mo’s expression was grave. Even when the damask tulip began to retreat, there was no danger. 

“Aunty, don’t relax. Come out first.” He reminded the damask to speed up and fly out of the magma 

Lake. 

At this moment, the damask tulip was already less than ten meters away from the shore. It would only 

take an instant for him to get out. 

Even Lin Mo thought that there would be no more danger. 

However, at the lakeshore, a formation pattern appeared and a dangerous aura instantly spread. 

Lin Mo and damask’s expressions changed at the same time. The latter charged forward with all her 

might, trying to fly out of the range of the formation. 

“Pfft.” 

From the lava lake, a red vine shot out and stabbed toward damask’s glabella. 

At the same time, the array was activated. Damask’s figure paused for a moment, and in the next 

moment, she suddenly fell downward. 

“A flight prohibiting formation?” 

Damask’s expression changed drastically. Her body was pulled by a tremendous force, and she was 

about to be pierced through between her brows by the vine. 

At the crucial moment, she took out the glorious sun spear. The tip of the spear was extremely sharp 

and it shattered the vines. 

At the same time, with the help of the counterforce, his body rose higher and left the lake with Lin Mo’s 

help. 

“That was close …” 



“What is that thing? it’s so strange.” 

Lin Mo was shocked. There was definitely a being under the lava lake that could control the formation. 

Furthermore, it was extremely intelligent. It knew that the damask was powerful and not easy to deal 

with, so it attacked at the last moment. 

“The formation has changed. That’s an attack formation.” 

Damask reminded. The formation above the lava lake changed again. It changed very quickly. This time, 

it was a defensive formation. 

The two of them tried to attack, but they found that they couldn’t move it at all. One could imagine how 

hard it was. 

“What a strange formation …” 

Lin Mo was shocked because the formation changed every minute. It was a defensive formation, an 

offensive formation, and a flight prohibiting formation. 

In addition, there were also spirit gathering arrays, teleportation arrays, and sealing arrays. 

Each formation could last for a minute, which was very magical. 

the killing formation is still intact. If we get hit, we’ll die for sure. 

After a period of observation, Lin Mo found a pattern. 

There was a gap in the defensive formation, through which one could enter and exit. In addition, the 

sealing formation and the no-fly formation also had flaws. 

There was a part of the area that couldn’t be covered, which was definitely good for them. 

As long as he could escape the range of the magma before the attack formation was transformed, he 

would be safe. 

However, the most dangerous thing now was still the bottom of the lava lake. There was an unknown 

monster there. 

From all the previous signs, this fellow was extremely intelligent and was a great danger. 

“Judging from the attack just now, it’s the Scarlet Flame thorn. It seems we’ve arrived at its nest.” 

Damask thought about it carefully and recalled a record she had seen in an ancient book. 

The Scarlet Flame thorn did not have strict growth conditions. As long as the seed was planted, it would 

germinate and grow. 

As long as it grew to a certain level, it would change the environment and turn an area into a magma 

Lake. 

Although the Scarlet Flame thistles were also at the ninth sky of the Nirvana realm, its combat power 

would increase exponentially with the help of the environment. 



Since it was guarding this place now, it naturally treated the sacred fire spirit stone as its own possession 

and would not allow anyone to touch it. 

“Let’s find a way to lure it out first.” 

Lin Mo watched as the formation changed. When the killing formation disappeared, he entered through 

the gap in the defensive formation with the Daluo divine sword. 

“BOOM!” 

He released a powerful sword Qi, lightning, and fire. He used all his strength and some of the thorns 

below were directly cut into pieces. 

The lava lake trembled, and vines flew out, piercing towards Lin Mo. 

“Heaven-splitting sword Qi.” 

Lin Mo executed his martial arts and attacked with all his might. At the same time, damask also joined 

the battle. 

She would not allow Lin Mo to face danger alone. 

With the two of them working together, the Scarlet Flame thistles began to lose. A large number of 

thistles and vines retreated toward the area covered by the formation. 

Taking this opportunity, they obtained more than a dozen fire spirit crystals. 

However, it was already too late. They could only retreat because the killing array was about to appear. 

With a loud explosion, the lava lake behind them exploded. 

The Scarlet Flame thistle wanted to keep the two of them, but it was powerless. 

Chapter 498: At the End of the Road 

 

At the end of the road 

After the killing array wreaked havoc for a minute, it transformed into a defensive array. 

upon seeing this, lin mo and damask entered again and fought with the scarlet flame thorn. they tried 

their best to kill it. 

It was a pity that the Scarlet Flame thorn was not that easy to deal with. 

In this battle, Lin Mo was injured. A thorn had pierced through his left shoulder, and his heart had 

almost been destroyed. He had retreated with heavy injuries. 

“That was close. It was in the lava and we couldn’t kill it.” 

Lin Mo frowned. They had only obtained 17 fire spirit crystals, which was far from enough compared to 

the sacred fire spirit stone. 

“Don’t take any more risks. It’s too dangerous.” Beautiful silk stopped Lin Mo. 



Now, the fire spirit crystals in the lava lake had been dragged into the ground by the Scarlet Flame 

thistles, and they were not allowed to collect them. 

There was no way to gain anything from entering again. 

Unless they could defeat the Scarlet Flame thistles and obtain the sacred fire spirit stone at the same 

time. 

“Damn it, if only we had the formation diagram here …” 

Lin Mo gritted his teeth. If he knew about the formation diagram, he would be able to break it with 

some time. 

After all, this formation was incomplete. As long as he could grasp this flaw, breaking the formation was 

only a matter of time. 

“I don’t think Saint burning valley has a map.” 

Beautiful silk shook her head. If they had one, they wouldn’t have been in such a sorry state before. 

“I’ll try again.” 

Lin Mo did not want to give up, so he tried a few more times. 

However, it was still useless. He did not gain anything. On the contrary, he and damask were injured 

rather severely. 

“No, we can’t continue like this. If we continue like this, we’ll be heavily injured. If we encounter any 

other danger, our holy flame’s sacrifice will end early.” 

Damask stopped Lin Mo. She experimented more than ten times, but it was the same in the end. There 

was no way. 

If he wanted to get the sacred fire spirit stone, he had to get the array map near the magma Lake. 

“We can only retreat first and think of a way later.” 

Lin Mo, who had been searching for him to no avail, was helpless and could only give up on his thoughts. 

The two of them memorized the route here. If they had the chance, they would come again. They must 

get the sacred fire spirit stone. 

“The aura left behind by the great elder is in this passage. Let’s go after him.” 

The tunnels in the cave extended in all directions, and the two had no destination, so they decided to 

find the people from Saint burning valley First. 

“There’s the sound of fighting.” 

Lin Mo had only advanced for a short while when he felt something strange. 

The flames in front of them were raging, and a fierce battle was taking place. It was Tang Jitong and the 

others. 



it could be the sect master of the hidden ghost sect, or it could be someone else. The Saint burning 

valley is worth befriending. 

No matter what, it would not hurt to help. Besides, the sect master of the hidden ghost sect was here. If 

they did not rely on the Saint burning valley, they might be in danger on their way back. 

After walking through the cave for a few minutes, the area in front of them became empty. 

The spatial fluctuations here were very strong, and it was a hidden area. 

Lin Mo and the other man walked in and realized that it was not the people from the hidden ghost sect, 

but the people from Saint burning valley. They were currently hunting a powerful demonic beast. 

It was a flood Dragon that was extremely ferocious. Under its sharp claws, it left cracks on the hard 

ground. 

“Roar!” 

When it saw Lin Mo and the damask tulip, the flood Dragon roared and spat out a stone seal. 

The stone seal expanded, and flames filled the air. It pressed down like a mountain, as heavy as 10000 

Jun. 

Apart from that, it violently wagged its tail and swept across. Its target was the damask precisely. 

“Little friend Lin Mo, don’t take it head on.” 

The great elder quickly reminded them when he saw Lin Mo and beautiful silk barging in. 

Lin Mo snorted coldly. He had just arrived and he was already attacked. This flood Dragon was truly 

vicious. The kun Peng wings on his back spread open and he dodged to the side hundreds of meters. 

As for damask, she had also sensed the opponent’s strength and dodged the attack. 

“BOOM!” 

Huge cracks appeared on the indestructible ground, and some stones flew out and were smashed into 

pieces. 

“Humans, you all deserve to die.” 

The flood Dragon spoke in the human language and let out an angry roar. 

Its combat power was strong, and from time to time, it would take out powerful magical artifacts, 

making it impossible to guard against. 

Tang Jitong and the others were also worried about being severely injured by the flood Dragon, so they 

had been delayed and couldn’t kill it. 

eh, you guys just came from the Scarlet Flame thorns. The formation was broken? ” The flood Dragon 

was confused. It could feel the aura of the Scarlet Flame thorns on the two. 

“So what if I am?” Lin Mo said coldly. 



When Tang Jitong and the others heard this, they were stunned and looked at Lin Mo in shock. 

They had been there before. The Scarlet Flame thistles were not as powerful as the flood Dragon. 

However, the formation and the terrain gave them a headache. 

it’s a pity. I’ve been inscribing the formation map all these years, trying to break the formation and tear 

the pieces apart. In the end, you guys are ahead of me … 

The flood dragon’s eyes gradually became fiery, filled with greed and desire. 

my friends in the dark, this person has a sacred fire spirit stone. Aren’t you interested? ” 

whoever helps me today, I can guarantee that the sacred fire spirit stone will belong to you. The rest of 

the treasures will be equally distributed. 

The flood Dragon suddenly looked in several other directions and said. 

His words surprised Tang Jitong and the others. They spread out their soul power, but found nothing 

unusual. 

you’re playing tricks. Lin Mo, let’s join forces and distribute the treasures according to our contribution. 

The Grand Elder spoke and gave a reasonable distribution method. 

“Then we’ll listen to what first elder says.” Lin Mo laughed. He had no interest in the distribution. 

However, the flood Dragon seemed to have been studying the formation of the Scarlet Flame thorn. If 

he could get it, he might be able to get the complete one … 

“Hmph, it’s fine if you don’t want to fight. I won’t keep you company.” 

The flood Dragon didn’t dare to stay any longer. Tang Jitong and the others alone were too much for it 

to handle. 

Now, with the addition of the damask, a level nine expert, it did not dare to stay any longer. 

“Where do you want to go?” 

Lin Mo’s figure flashed and appeared in front of the flood Dragon. He smiled and said, ” 

“You’re looking for death.” The flood Dragon was furious as it clawed at Lin Mo with its sharp claws, 

which were powerful enough to tear open space. 

“Ha ha, Valley chief Tang, we have also come to lend you a hand.” 

The space squirmed, and many figures appeared. It was Meng lie, elder Xuan Yao, and many other 

strong fighters. 

After they entered, they cultivated for a while before rushing to the central area. 

He had sensed the fluctuations of a battle in the cave and had rushed over. 

“You guys …” The flood Dragon was besieged and couldn’t escape. 

“It’s over.” 



In the end, Lin Mo and damask blocked the flood Dragon’s path of retreat and gave it the final blow. 

Lin Mo held the flood Dragon’s huge body in his hand. After destroying its soul, he took out an 

interspatial ring from its abdomen. 

This was the flood Dragon’s entire collection … 

hehe, first elder seemed to have mentioned that the distribution would be based on the level of 

contribution. Is young friend Lin Mo planning to take it all for himself? ” Someone said as he looked at 

the ring on Lin Mo’s hand greedily. 

Lin Mo ignored it and sent his soul power into it to check the flood Dragon’s collection. 

“So many …” 

Only after entering did he realize that the flood Dragon’s collection was extremely rich. 

This place was a treasure land. After years of accumulation, one could imagine how rich it was. There 

were more than thirty spirit level rank nine spirit herbs … 

“I only want this. You guys can split the rest …” 

Lin Mo took out a scroll and threw out the ring … 

Chapter 499: Green Sky Treasure Wheel Array 

 

Green sky treasure wheel array 

“That’s a formation-diagram?” 

Some people were puzzled. Didn’t Lin Mo have a God-devouring body? he should need a treasure that 

was rich in energy. 

“It’s the formation map of the Scarlet Flame thorn.” Old man Xuan Yao could tell the truth at a glance. 

The crowd finally understood that Lin Mo had not obtained the sacred fire spirit stone. 

Tang Jitong took the ring and took out all the treasures inside, which stunned everyone. 

The flood Dragon’s collection was really rich, enough for them to split. 

“You’ve been watching for so long, are you still not going to show yourself?” Suddenly, Tang Jitong 

looked not far away. 

There was a spatial Rift there. There were many such rifts, and they were formed from a recent battle. 

They seemed very ordinary. 

However, Tang Jitong’s words also made everyone on the scene vigilant. 

This place was filled with danger, and if he was not careful, he would be eliminated and lose the 

opportunities that followed. 

“Hehe, you are indeed worthy of being Valley Master Tang. Your senses are sharp.” 



A chuckle came from the crack, and a figure shrouded in black mist appeared. 

His appearance surprised everyone. 

“The hidden ghost sect’s sect master?” 

Old man Xuan Yao cried out in shock. He could not believe that the hidden ghost clan’s clan master 

would appear here. 

Wasn’t he a heretic practitioner? the fire attribute was extremely yang and unyielding. It was a natural 

nemesis for him. How could he dare to cultivate it? 

“I just used some small tricks, there’s no need to be so nervous.” 

The hidden ghost sect’s sect master chuckled as he slowly walked up. 

kid, you’d better take other treasures. I need this formation map. He pointed at the scroll in Lin Mo’s 

hand to express his attitude. 

Seeing that the hidden ghost sect’s leader wasn’t coming for them, Meng lie and the others sighed in 

relief. They all retreated. 

Since this matter had nothing to do with them, they would not get involved in this for no reason. 

“Sir, since you’ve appeared, please explain.” Tang Jitong stepped forward, his eyes filled with anger. 

“Explain what?” The hidden ghost sect’s sect master smiled. 

you trespassed on the sacred grounds of the Saint burning valley and injured the great elder. Do you 

dare to say that you didn’t do all these? ” Tang Jitong said coldly. 

On the other side, the great elder and the Grand Elder stepped forward and stared at the hidden ghost 

sect’s sect master. 

Even Tang Ling took out her Dharma artifact and prepared to fight. 

“How about I apologize?” The hidden ghost sect’s sect master laughed coldly, not caring that he was 

about to be surrounded. 

“Miss damask, please join forces with us to kill this fiend.” The Grand Elder looked over and invited 

beautiful silk to join the battle. 

He then cupped his fists at Lin Mo and said, ” little friend, the hidden ghost sect’s sect master’s evil 

cultivation technique has reached the peak. He’s very strange and unpredictable. Please protect Young 

Valley Master Tang Ling. 

“Hey, first elder, I’m not that weak, okay?” 

Tang Ling was a little dissatisfied and glared at Lin Mo. As a junior, she had long wanted to fight with Lin 

Mo. 

It was just that he never had the chance. Now that the great elder said that he was inferior to the other 

party, he was naturally unhappy. 



“Lin Mo, think about it. If you reach the pinnacle of the Nirvana stage, will you be afraid of being 

surrounded?” The hidden ghost sect’s sect master suddenly spoke. 

He looked at the damask with killing intent flickering in his eyes. 

This scene shocked Lin Mo. He suddenly remembered that this person was an existence that could fight 

against heaven demon … 

Who was Tian Sha? he was a genius who dominated an era. His combat strength was powerful, just like 

Lin Mo, Holy maiden Xia you, and the others. 

Such an existence was truly not afraid of being surrounded and could even retaliate. 

“What do you want?” Lin Mo said. 

simple. Just show me the formation map. I won’t take your lives for now. 

The hidden ghost sect’s sect master smiled, indicating that he only wanted the formation diagram. 

fine, I’ve already memorized this formation diagram. I’m planning to auction it off when I get back. If you 

want it, I can sell it to you on the spot. Lin Mo said with a smile. 

“If you really want to take it by force, I’d rather destroy it. Believe me, you can’t catch me.” Lin Mo 

looked at the hidden ghost sect master. 

His heart was beating fast, but he had to pretend to be calm. 

If he showed any signs of weakness, the hidden ghost sect’s sect master would probably take action 

immediately. 

“Auction … How much are you planning to sell it for?” The hidden ghost sect’s sect master frowned as 

he stared at Lin Mo. 

this is a live auction, and anyone can bid. The starting price is ten million medium spiritual stones. Is 

anyone interested? ” 

Lin Mo raised the formation diagram and looked around, only to see that everyone was silent and had 

no intention of bidding. 

ten million medium spiritual stones, right? alright, I’ll give it to you. 

The hidden ghost sect’s sect master pondered for a while and agreed as he felt that Lin Mo’s words 

made sense. 

He took out a bag of spirit stones and completed the transaction under everyone’s gaze. 

This scene stunned the crowd. The hidden ghost sect’s sect master was an evil cultivator, a devil who 

killed without blinking. 

Now, he was actually willing to auction Lin Mo’s formation diagram with spirit stones. 

“This is really surprising, is this really the hidden ghost sect’s sect master?” 



Someone mumbled. They could tell that the hidden ghost sect’s sect master was also afraid. This was 

not in line with his unparalleled combat strength. 

It was possible that he was injured. After all, the Saint burning Valley’s Holy Fire had been passed down 

from ancient times, when all the races were in power. 

The hidden ghost sect’s sect master might have been burned by the Holy flame in order to enter and his 

battle power might have been greatly reduced. This might be an opportunity. 

If he killed him, his main body in the outside world would also be severely injured. This might be an 

opportunity. 

“Hmph,” he snorted. 

The hidden ghost sect’s sect master coldly snorted as a wave of extremely Yin and evil aura bloomed 

from his body. 

The temperature in the cave dropped instantly, and some ice shards even appeared in the air, 

suppressing the fire attribute. 

“This …” 

Some people were shocked and retreated, not daring to have any more ideas. 

Wasn’t this a little too powerful? it was just an aura, yet it was able to forcefully change the surrounding 

environment. Was this something that a Nirvana stage practitioner could do? 

“Kid, I have another question.” After intimidating some of the rascals, the hidden ghost sect’s sect 

master looked at Lin Mo. 

“Go ahead.” Lin Mo nodded indifferently. 

“You said that you have memorized the formation? how is that possible? this is a rank 1 Earth realm 

formation, and it’s an incomplete one. It’s even harder to figure out.” 

At this moment, everyone also came to their senses. Lin Mo said that he had memorized the formation 

diagram, but this was a little unbelievable. 

“You don’t have to worry about that, I have my own methods.” Lin Mo waved his hand indifferently. 

At this time, the system’s voice also came late. 

congratulations to the host for successfully auctioning the incomplete rank 1 Earth realm formation 

map, green sky treasure wheel formation. 

[ successfully triggered 2000-fold auction interest return ] 

congratulations to the host for obtaining the complete rank 1 Earth realm formation map, ” green sky 

treasure wheel formation ” 

The green sky treasure wheel formation was the formation controlled by the red flame thorns, and now 

he had the complete formation map. 



As long as he spent some time to refine the formation diagram, he would be able to break the 

formation. 

“Interesting.” 

The hidden ghost sect’s sect master chuckled. He looked at Lin Mo before his figure disappeared. 

“You’re Lin Mo, right? I’ll let you off this time, but you won’t be so lucky next time.” 

His words made Lin Mo feel a little helpless. It was a little difficult for him to deal with such a powerful 

being. 

“Why does the hidden ghost sect master want that formation diagram? could it be that he wants to 

obtain the sacred fire spirit stone?” 

Many people were stunned and didn’t understand the reason. 

The sacred fire spirit stone was a precious treasure to them, but it was a poison to evil cultivators. If they 

absorbed it forcefully, they would go into Qi deviation … 

Chapter 500: Seeing the Yin Yang Lake Again 

 

Seeing the Yin Yang Lake again 

“This formation was set up in the ancient times, but it’s already in ruins.” 

“I feel that other places might have similar formations.” 

Beautiful silk stood beside Lin Mo and voiced her conjecture. 

Many people present had heard this and felt that it was reasonable. The hidden ghost sect’s sect master 

shouldn’t be so stupid as to absorb the sacred fire spirit stone. 

Of course, he might also want to use the sacred fire spirit stone to exchange for something. 

However, this was not important. Lin Mo had to study the formation diagram that he had just obtained. 

Although it was very obscure and difficult to understand, he could still barely read it. 

“Everyone, farewell. I’m going to search for good fortune.” The old man waved his hand and bade 

farewell to the crowd before flying toward a tunnel. 

The smell of herbs came from the passage. It could be a herb field at the end, or some kind of danger. 

“Lin Mo, which way do you plan on going?” First elder came up and asked. 

Lin Mo shook his head. we don’t have any particular goal. Perhaps we’ll just take a random path. 

If it wasn’t for the fact that he couldn’t go to the Scarlet Flame thistles now, he would really have gone 

to get the sacred fire spirit stone. 

“I see. We’ll take this path. Our ancestors explored this place before and left behind some detailed 

maps.” 



As the great elder spoke, he took out a map and showed it to Lin Mo. 

This was not a secret. Some of the people who had participated in the Holy flame’s sacrifice in the past 

had also carved out maps and sold them for money. 

“Eh, there’s a Yin Yang Lake here?” 

Lin Mo pointed to a place he was familiar with. He had seen the Yin Yang Lake in a forbidden area of the 

Yan Huang dynasty. 

Furthermore, he had also obtained the Yin Yang Jade, nine neonate inner core, and many other 

treasures. 

little friend, if you’re interested, you can go. However, be careful. The great elder passed the map to Lin 

Mo. 

Both parties would leave a mark on each other’s body at the same time. If there was a need, they could 

look for each other. 

“Goodbye, senior.” 

With that, Lin Mo and beautiful silk flew toward a cave with the map. This tunnel led to the land of yin 

and yang. 

Behind him, many people followed him and walked into different passages. 

This was the inner part of the volcano, where the fire element was rich. Every cave had treasures, so 

they didn’t all go into the same cave. 

However, even so, there were still many people who followed Lin Mo into the place. 

They also knew that the Yin Yang Jade was a rare treasure. As long as they could balance their own 

power, it was basically impossible for them to go into Qi deviation. 

The cave was slightly downward, and they had been moving deeper underground. 

There were sparks burning in the surroundings, and the fire element was very rich. This was a fire 

attribute heaven. 

However, just as Lin Mo was reveling in the feeling, a beam of fire floated through the air and 

approached him silently. 

Lin Mo’s heart instantly palpitated. He hurriedly dodged to the side, allowing the beam of fire to drift 

past him. 

“Ah …” 

He dodged it, but some of the people who followed him in were directly affected. 

Three people didn’t manage to Dodge in time, and their bodies were directly cut open. One of them 

even died directly, and blood spurted out, touching the nerves of the people. 

“Oh my God … It was an instant kill.” 



Someone was shocked. The man who was killed was at the peak of the seventh sky of Nirvana realm. 

How could he be so weak? 

this is a Dao law formed from flames. It can be called a divine chain of order, and it’s floating here. 

Damask sighed softly. 

The fire element in this place was too rich, forming such a terrifying God sequence chain that could 

easily take a person’s life. 

With this lesson, everyone was even more careful as they moved through the area. 

As they went deeper, the temperature in the air gradually rose, and more and more flames burned. 

In the end, they were already in a sea of fire, and the intense heat was so high that many people could 

not withstand it. 

“Another person has retreated. You are the last one to reach the seventh sky of Nirvana stage …” 

Damask looked behind her and saw that another person had chosen to retreat because he couldn’t bear 

it. 

“Isn’t it the Yin Yang Lake? why don’t I see any Yin fish or yang fish?” Many people were complaining. 

He had experienced many dangers along the way, but he had not gained any benefits. 

After walking for more than ten minutes, they finally saw the so-called Yin Yang Lake. The temperature 

here was also much more normal, no longer unbearable. 

that’s a yang fish. It’s one meter long, and it’s actually so big … Damask was astonished. 

However, other than the yin and yang fish, there were two types of flames, one black and one white, 

floating on the lake. 

The White flames contained a terrifyingly high temperature that seemed to be able to burn through the 

void. 

The black flames were the exact opposite. Their temperature was so low that it could even freeze the 

soul. 

look at the center. That’s the Yin Yang Jade, right? it actually formed by itself. 

Many people caught up from behind and found that there were jade stones floating in the Yin Yang 

Lake. They were all shocked and wanted to rush up and take all the Yin Yang Jade. 

this is the Yin Yang Lake. It’s extremely dangerous. Take care. 

Lin Mo said indifferently as he walked to the other side with beautiful silk, discussing how to take the Yin 

Yang Jade. 

He raised his hand and waved, summoning a ball of black flames. The heart-palpitating flames burned in 

Lin Mo’s hand. 



In an instant, his palm was frozen. This was the power of extreme Yin. Only an overwhelming prodigy 

would be able to withstand it. 

Lin Mo tried to walk into the yin-yang Lake and continued forward. 

Damask followed behind, worried about Lin Mo going alone. 

However, she soon couldn’t take it anymore because the flames were too terrifying. Although she 

cultivated the fire and water attributes, she couldn’t withstand it. 

After advancing a hundred meters, she could only retreat. If she didn’t, she might not be able to walk 

out. 

Not far away, there were also people who tried, and miserable screams rang out. 

Obviously, although there were great opportunities in this place, it was also very dangerous. Those who 

were not strong would not be able to get through. 

Many people lamented. They had come all the way here with great difficulty, but in the end, they found 

out that they could not get any benefits. 

There were also a few people who were more decisive. After realizing that there was no opportunity 

that belonged to them, they immediately left, unwilling to stay for long. 

After a while, there were only five people left. 

Other than Lin Mo and damask, there were three other ninth heaven Nirvana stage powerhouses who 

were also trying to enter the Yin Yang Lake. 

However, they soon discovered that they couldn’t go any deeper. Whether it was extreme yang or 

extreme Yin, they couldn’t go any deeper. 

Lin Mo frowned. He had already reached the center of the Yin Yang Lake. With his extraordinary physical 

strength and the help of the God Devourer body, he had successfully arrived. 

“Roar!” 

Roars could be heard as a few large snakes of unknown species rushed out of the Yin Yang Lake and 

attacked Lin Mo. 

“I can’t tell his cultivation level.” Lin Mo was shocked. 

The Yin Yang Lake was indeed strange. There was no nine neonate, but there was such a powerful 

monster. 

“BOOM!” 

When Lin Mo attacked, flames filled the sky, Thunder roared, and the sword light of the Daluo divine 

sword surged, killing the snakes one after another. 

“Is this an inner core?” Lin Mo grabbed it, and a few round beads appeared in his hand. They were filled 

with fire attribute energy. 



He kept it in the system space and let the system identify what kind of treasure it was. 

rank 5 Spirit Class, pure yang inner core. It contains violent pure yang energy. It needs a pure Yin inner 

core to neutralize it before it can be absorbed. 

 


